Abstract
Introduction
Feature selection plays an important role in the fields of pattern recognition, data mining and machine learning. A large number of high-dimensional data objects contain many redundant features or noise features which may not only reduce the accuracy of classification or clustering, but also greatly increase the time and space complexity of learning and training. Therefore, feature selection is imperative, which aims to find the minimal subset of the original features. Many methods have been proposed to find the suboptimal solutions in comparably smaller amount of time [1] .
Rough set method, proposed in the early 1980s, is one of effective methods to feature selection [2] . The basic solution to rough set-based feature selection (RSFS) is to generate all possible feature reductions and choose the one with minimal cardinality [3] . Obviously, this way is expensive and not suitable for large datasets. It has been proved that the problem of generating minimal feature reduction is NP-hard [4] . Therefore, heuristic methods have to be considered.
Generally, there are two kinds of common heuristic methods, namely hill-climbing methods and stochastic methods, which are applied to feature selection. Hill-climbing (or greedy) methods usually employ feature significance as heuristic information [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . They start either from an empty set and use forward selection or from full feature set and use backward-delete method. Hill-climbing methods are very effective when dealing with less noise and a small number of features, but can not guarantee to find the minimal feature subset. Some researchers use stochastic methods to feature selection [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . They utilize genetic algorithms to search for the minimal feature subset, but can not guarantee that the result is a true minimal feature subset [11, 12] . Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a kind of stochastic method and has been applied to feature selection [13] [14] [15] . However, it has some limitations such as many control parameters, premature convergence and stagnation. Furthermore, its performance depends on the parameter settings which are highly related to the applications.
Artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm, proposed by Karaboga for continuous function optimization, is a recently introduced optimization algorithm which simulates the foraging behavior of bee colony for optimization problems [16] . In this paper, we proposed a novel discrete ABC algorithm for RSFS, which transforms the process of feature selection to find the best nectar source in ABC. In our algorithm, a search mechanism centered with feature core is introduced to avoid blindly searching, in which the values of corresponding bits of the features in feature core are unchanged during the iterative process. Meanwhile, Tabu search is adopted to avoid falling into local optima for every employed bee who can not select the solution of the Tabu list in each generation. In this work, our algorithm is applied to eight datasets from the UCI database and the results produced by our algorithm and other RSFS methods have been compared. The results show that our algorithm outperforms the other algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 and 3, we introduce some preliminaries in rough set theory and ACO algorithm. In Section 4, we propose a novel discrete ABC algorithm and the pseudo-code of our algorithm is also given. Section 5 shows the experimental results and analysis. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 6.
Rough set theory: basic concepts
This section recalls some essential definitions from rough set theory that are used for feature selection. Detailed description and formal definitions of the theory can be found in [2] .To illustrate the method of RSFS, an example dataset (Table 1 ) will be used.
Let I = (U, A, V, f ) be an information table, where U, called universe, is a nonempty set of finite instances; A is a nonempty finite set of features; V a is the value domain of a ∈ A and V = ∪V a ; f : U × A→ V is an information function such that for every a∈A, and x∈U, there is f (x, a) ∈V a . Information table I = (U, A, V, f ), can be simply denoted by I = (U, A). If A = C∪D, where C is the set of condition features and D is the set of decision features, then I is called decision table, denoted by T = (U, C∪D). Here, Table 1 is used to describe the  information table with U = {u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8} and A = {a, b, c, d, e}. 
The family of all equivalence relations of IND (P), namely, the partition of U, generated by IND (P) is denoted U / IND (P) and can be calculated as follows:
For the illustrative example, if P = {b, c}, then IND (P) creates the following partition of U:
,u3,u5},{u2,u4,u7,u8},{u6}}  {{u3,u4,u6},{u2,u7,u8},{u1,u5}} ={{u3},{u1,u5},{u4},{u2,u7,u8},{u6}} 
Definition 3. Let I = (U, A) be an information table, if P, Q  A are equivalence relations over U, then the positive regions can be defined as:
Definition 4. Let I = (U, A) be an information table, for P, Q  A, we say that Q depends on
The dependence degree γ P (Q) is also called quality of classification. It quantifies the percentage of objects which are correctly classified into classes of U/Q employing only the knowledge induced by the set of features in P.
For example, let P = {b, c} and Q = {e}, then POS P (Q) = ∪{Ø,{u4,u6},{u3}}={u3,u4,u6}, and 
The goal of feature selection is to remove redundant features so that the feature subset provides the same quality of classification as the original. In Section 3 and 4, we will introduce how stochastic methods may be applied to find optimal feature subsets or rough set reductions.
ACO algorithm
ACO algorithm is one of swarm intelligent optimization methods derived from the foraging behavior of real ants of nature [13] . In nature, ants are always able to find the shortest path from the nest to a food source. Biologists find that ants release a chemical called pheromone to communicate and influence with each other. Ant starts from the nest to find food. Once it has found food, it can retrace the same path backward and release the pheromone which is volatilized with a certain proportion. The shorter the path traversed by ants, the higher the pheromone, the more the ants to attract, and finally all the ants are concentrated to the path with the highest pheromone. ACO algorithm can find the shortest path between a food source and their nest. Recent studies have shown that ACO algorithm for combinatorial optimization has a strong ability to find better solutions and can be used for global optimization search. Therefore, ACO algorithm has been applied to feature selection [14] .
According to the foraging behavior of real ants, the problem of feature selection can be transformed into the form of a complete graph, as shown in Figure l . Let G = (V, E) be a complete graph, where V is the node set representing condition features of a decision table and E contains the edges between nodes which represent selection methods or heuristics rules to next feature. Feature selection aims to find a shortest path. Each feature can be used as a starting point for ants traversing, also can be used as end point. The nodes that an ant gets through after completing a traversal constitute a feature set. When all ants complete a traversal, the pheromone is updated, and then the next traversal is proceeding. If it satisfies the termination rule, the traversal is stopped and feature subset is returned. Figure 1 illustrates {V 1 , V 3 , V 4 } is a solution.
As a global search algorithm, ACO algorithm has been successfully applied to RSFS. However, it has some limitations such as many control parameters, premature convergence and stagnation. Furthermore, its performance depends on the parameter settings which are highly related to the applications.
In the next section, we shall present a novel discrete ABC algorithm, and explain how it is used for searching the feature space and selecting a minimal subset of features effectively.
A novel discrete ABC algorithm for rough set-based feature selection

ABC algorithm
In the ABC algorithm, the colony of artificial bees contains three groups of bees: employed bees, onlookers and scouts. First half of the colony consists of employed bees and the second half constitutes the onlookers. For every food source, there is only one employed bee. In other words, the number of employed bees is equal to the number of food sources around the hive. The employed bee whose food source is exhausted by the employed and onlooker bees becomes a scout. Employed bees and onlookers implement the exploitation process, and scouts implement the exploration process. So, ABC algorithm combines the global search and local search to the food source of bees in both exploration and exploitation of a good balance. The main steps of the algorithm are given below:
• Initialize Population.
• REPEAT.
(a) Place the employed bees on the food sources in the memory; (b) Place the onlooker bees on the food sources in the memory; (c) Send the scouts to the search area for discovering new food sources.
• UNTIL (Termination conditions are met). It is clear that each cycle of the search consists of three steps: sending the employed bees onto the food sources and then measuring their nectar amounts; selecting of the food sources by the onlookers after sharing the information of employed bees and determining the nectar amount of the foods; determining the scout bees and then sending them onto possible food sources.
In the ABC algorithm, the position of a food source represents a possible solution of the optimization problem and the nectar amount of a food source corresponds to the quality (fitness) of the associated solution. The number of the employed bees or the onlooker bees is equal to the number of solutions in the population.
Discrete ABC algorithm
The basic ABC algorithm was originally designed for continuous function optimization. To solve combination optimization problem, many ABC varieties namely discrete ABC were proposed later. In view of the different solution of problem, these discrete ABC also differ from concrete processing. Chin Soon Chong et al. applied a bee colony optimization algorithm to job shop scheduling [17] . In 2008, they also successfully solved the traveling salesman problem [18] . Alok Singh also proposed an ABC, called ABC-LCMST, for the leaf-constrained minimum spanning tree (LCMST) problem and compared the approach against genetic algorithm, ACO and Tabu search [19] . In 2009, Zhonghua Hu et al. applied ABC to path planning problems [20] .
A novel discrete ABC algorithm for rough set-based feature selection
In this paper, we propose a novel discrete ABC algorithm (NDABC) for RSFS, which transforms the process of feature selection to find the best nectar source in ABC. In our algorithm, a search mechanism centered with feature core is introduced. Before the initialization of population, feature core is computed. When initialization begins, the values of corresponding bits of the features in feature core is set to 1, and remains unchanged during the entire iterative process, that is to say, searching process is centered with feature core. Thus, it can avoid blindly searching and speed up the convergence. Meanwhile, Tabu search is adopted to avoid falling into local optima. We establish a Tabu list with certain length, in which some solutions have been optimized for Limit times but not been improved. The employed bees can not select the solutions of Tabu list.
In our algorithm, let SN be the population size. Some details are described as follows.
Solution representation
For feature selection, it is easy to represent a solution as a binary string of length N, where N is the number of condition features. A binary digit represents a feature, values 1 and 0 meaning selected and removed, respectively. As an example, string 00101000 means that the third and fifth features are selected. That is to say, the current feature subset is {3, 5}.
Population initialization
When population is initialized, SN feasible solutions should be produced randomly by the following expression (7). where i∈{1, 2, …, SN} and j∈{1, 2, …, N}. If j∈Core, then x ij = 1, and remains the same in the entire iterative process. For example, set N = 5, if Core = {3}, then x i1 , x i2 , x i4 , x i5 ∈{0, 1}, x i3 = 1.
Fitness function selection
According to the actual requirements of feature selection, we select the fitness function as follows [21] : This formula means that the classification quality and feature subset length have different significance for feature selection task. In our experiment we assume that classification quality is more important than subset length and set  = 0.9. The high  assures that the best position is at least a real rough set reduction. The criteria are to maximize fitness values.
Neighborhood search
Every employed bee goes to the food source x ij , and then chooses a new food source v ij in the neighborhood of the one in her memory. It is called neighborhood search, and v ij is defined as:
where i ∈{1, 2, …, SN}, j ∈{1, 2, …, N}, k is a randomly integer between 1 and N and k Core. For example, set N = 5, X i = 01100, j ∈{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, Core = {3}, then k ∈{1, 2, 4, 5}. If k = 2, then V i = 00100.
Transition probability and roulette wheel selection
An onlooker bee chooses a food source depending on the transition probability associated with that food source, p i , calculated by the following expression:
where i∈{1, 2, …, SN} and fit i is the fitness value of the solution i. According to p i , the onlooker bee selects employed bees by roulette wheel selection. The state with bigger fitness value should be chosen to transit. Thus, it does not only pay attention to the probability size but also increase the randomness of search.
Tabu search
Tabu search is a heuristic procedure for solving optimization problems, designed to guide other methods to escape the trap of local optimality. In this paper, Tabu search is embedded in the proposed algorithm to avoid the local search into the same search space. We establish a Tabu list with certain length, in which some solutions have been optimized for Limit times but not been improved. At the beginning of every generation, we should check the Tabu list for employed bees. If the solution of employed bee is in Tabu list, then the employed bee is discarded, otherwise retained. This process is called Tabu search. When the numbers of remaining employed bees do not achieve the number of population after passing through above process, then the employed bee with the highest fitness value should be duplicated some times until to meet the requirements. That is to say, the employed bees can not select the solutions in Tabu list. Using the Tabu search, it can avoid falling into local optima.
Algorithm description
The pseudo-code of NDABC is described as follows: Input: a decision table T = (U, C∪D) and parameters Output: a minimal feature subset f_best Step2: Initialize the population of solutions by formula (7).
Step3: Evaluate the population by formula (8) .
Step4: t = 1. Step5: Repeat: Step5.1: Apply Tabu search for the employed bees and update Tabu list, then produce new solutions V i by formula (9) and evaluate them. Step5.2: Apply the greedy selection process for the employed bees. Step5.3: Calculate the transition probability p i for the solutions X i by formula (10). Step5.4: Produce the new solutions V i by formula (9) for the onlookers from the solutions X i selected depending on p i by roulette wheel selection and evaluate them. Step5.5: Apply the greedy selection process for the onlookers. Step5.6: Determine the abandoned solution for the scout, if it exists, then replace it with a new randomly produced solution X i by formula (7) and update Tabu list. Step5.7: Memorize the best solution f_best achieved so far. Step5.8: t = t + 1. Step6: Until (t > T max ). Step7: Output f_best.
Experimental results and analysis
NDABC algorithm is implemented with Matlab 2009a and carried out on a personal computer running Windows XP with 3.16GHZ processor and 4GB memory. In order to evaluate the performance of NDABC, we compared it with some RSFS algorithms on eight datasets from UCI database. At first, we fill some datasets with lost data using WEKA tool [22] . In our experiments, some parameters needed for JSACO [14] and NDABC are given in Table 2 , where N is the number of condition features. We can see that apart from common parameters (population number and maximum number of generation), NDABC employs the importance of classification quality  and one control parameter which is called Limit. It is obvious that NDABC has fewer control parameters than JSACO. 
5 Then, NDABC is tested 20 times for every dataset and compared with QUICKREDUCT (QURE) [6] , MIBARK [7] and JSACO. The results are summarized in Table 3 . The leftmost column consists of dataset names. The 2nd and 3rd columns are instance numbers and feature numbers of corresponding dataset. The 4th column is the length of feature core. The 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th columns are results of four kinds of RSFS algorithms. The rightmost column is result of our algorithm. For example, 4 (18) 5 (2) indicates that we obtain feature subset which length is 4 for 18 times and 5 for 2 times in 20 tests. From the results of Table 3 , we can see that stochastic methods, namely JSACO and NDABC, are often able to find solutions with different lengths, and the lengths of solutions are shorter than hill-climbing methods, namely QUICKREDUCT and MIBARK, in four datasets. In order to compare classification ability of feature subset, we apply the popular LEM2 [23] classification learning algorithm to NDABC, and evaluate the quality of feature subset using classification accuracy of 10-fold cross-validation. The results are summarized in Table 4 , where N1 and N2 are lengths of original feature and feature subset respectively, and Accuary1 and Accuary2 are classification accuracy of original feature and feature subset respectively. It is obvious that our algorithm can choose fewer features, and obtains same or even higher classification accuracy. It indicates that our algorithm is effective. With the purpose of showing the performance of the NDABC more clearly, the graphical representations of the results of Audiology dataset are reproduced in Figure 2 . In 20 tests, MIBARK and QUICKREDUCT obtain feature subset with same length, respectively is 19 and 20. Although JSACO and NDABC obtain feature subset with no same length, NDABC obtains better feature subset which is shorter than above algorithms. Figure 2 indicate that the performance of NDABC does not deteriorate in processing dataset with many features like Audiology. Table 3 . We can see that NDABC obtains better results than JSACO in four datasets such as Audiology, Chess-king, Vote and Zoo. The first reason is that NDABC adopts a search mechanism centered with feature core, but does not look like JSACO starting from a random feature. Thus, it can avoid blindly searching and speed up the convergence. The second reason is that NDABC adopts Tabu search to avoid falling into local optima. We establish the Tabu list with certain length, in which some solutions have been optimized for Limit times but not been improved. The employed bees who are chosen into the next generation can not select the solutions of Tabu list at the end of each generation. Therefore, the performance of NDABC is better than JSACO.
Result of the searching progress of NDABC on Audiology dataset is listed in Table 5 . In Table 5 , "Best solution" lists the best feature subset encountered at an iteration, in which each number denotes one feature of the dataset. At the same time, we also give fitness value and the length corresponding of the feature subset. From the result, we can see that NDABC has the ability to converge quickly in locating the optimal solution. 
Conclusion
This study discusses the shortcomings of ACO and proposes a novel discrete ABC algorithm (NDABC) to overcome these drawbacks. Our algorithm has the following characteristics: (a) It applies rough set reduction method and ABC technique to feature selection; (b) It constructs a solution starting from the feature core; and (c) It adopts Tabu search to avoid falling into local optima. It has stronger search capability in the problem space and can efficiently find minimal reductions of features. The performance of our algorithm is also compared with some RSFS algorithms. Experimental results on eight datasets from UCI database show that our algorithm outperforms the other algorithms.
In the future work, more experimentation and further investigation into this technique may be required. For large datasets, to speed up the computations of reduction, parallel algorithm may be employed.
